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                                       SponSor

The economics of value-based healthcare are  
driving individual hospitals to seek system  
affiliation and health systems to partner with 
other health systems. At the same time, healthcare 
executives face funding demands for capital needs, 
including burgeoning IT investments. Access to 
capital is a critical need for the great majority 
of organizations, but the equations are changing; 
access is now predicated on expectations of  
margin, not just volume alone. Healthcare financial 
leaders must understand the fine points of  
different sources for funding, including banks, 
bonds, private equity, and philanthropic donations. 
They must join capital considerations with  
strategic planning to ready their organizations  
for the new era of healthcare.
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HealtHleaderS: Hospitals and health 
systems are beginning to implement a lot of 
new initiatives as a result of big transitions 
in payment and new business imperatives. 
How is that changing the types of capital 
they need?

GreG paGliuzza: Our focus is not 
as dependent upon bricks and mortar 
as it is infrastructure. Succeeding is 
about physician alignment. It’s about 
analytics and building up—basically 
becoming—pseudo-insurance compa-
nies. If we start getting into population 
health, we have to approach things 
much differently, and how we finance 
depends on what we’re actually going 
to be doing with it. So we have to look 
at alternatives outside of traditional 
tax-exempt financing.

JoHn YeaGer: Recently we took out 
most of our letter-of-credit-backed, 
variable-rate demand bonds because 
of renewal risk associated with letters 
of credit and uncertainty with the 
variable-rate bonds. We went with 
direct purchase, non-bank-qualified 
direct purchases, and we found the 
rates are extremely low, with less risk. 

denniS daHlen: We have been affect-
ed by declining utilization rates, so 
our overall volumes are declining. 
That hasn’t affected our capital access 
because we’ve been able to maintain 
margins on the declining volume. 
Another mitigating factor for us is that 
we’ve ventured out into new areas of 
business. We’re going after risk-based 
revenue, value-based revenue models, 
insurance products—all of that. But 
capital access in the future is going 
to be much more nuanced for health 
systems that are fully integrated. Tax-
exempt debt is suitable for hard assets 
on the hospital side. On the medical 
group side, we can use the taxable piece 
if there is a need to finance them. But 
the insurance piece, the risk-based capi-
tal piece, you really have to generate 
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through earnings. Going forward our 
capital financing will be multifaceted 
rather than the traditional “Let’s hit 
the bond markets for tax-exempt debt.”

Kerri ScHroeder: We’ve seen the 
usage of taxable debt increase signifi-
cantly. In the current market, taxable 
debt is a flexible alternative to tradi-
tional tax-exempt bonds, and the cost 
is relatively low. We’ve also seen a sig-
nificant increase in direct-purchase 
transactions, which moves publicly 
held variable-rate demand bonds onto 
banks’ balance sheets. That’s become 
an increasingly popular solution for 
issuers trying to reduce market risk and 
bank risk, and as banks look to grow 
their funded assets. 

YeaGer: The benefits of taxable debt 
are converging on the benefits of tax-
exempt debt, especially for higher-
credit facilities. The limitations do 
not exist with taxable debt in terms of 
private use and can be used for what-
ever you want. It doesn’t have limited 
refunding requirements, and you can 
refund it whenever you want, giving 
this form of debt added value.

ScHroeder: There are a lot of reasons 
why it makes sense, and when the rates 
are right on top of each other the way that 
they’ve been, it’s hard to argue with it.

daHlen: I suppose it’s possible that 
taxable and tax-exempt rates will stay 
on top of each other. It’s a market 
deflection that doesn’t make sense; 
investors shouldn’t be willing to take 
pretax and posttax yields that are the 
same. When it snaps back I’ll be inter-
ested to see how the industry reacts. Are 
we still going to be accessing taxable 
debt if it’s a couple points higher?

YeaGer: There are a lot of limitations 
associated with tax-exempt debt. When 
you have a system with quite a few hos-
pitals that share debt, all have to be in 

compliance. So you have continuous 
ongoing reporting disclosure associ-
ated with debt. And you have to make 
sure that the debt is not used for any 
private business use. You have to con-
tinuously monitor tax-exempt debt for 
compliance, which is an administrative 
burden compared to taxable debt.

HealtHleaderS: Can you quantify that 
administrative burden?

YeaGer: It’s hard to quantify, but legal 
fees are very high every year as we pre-
pare disclosure documents. In fact, 
with our audit compliance committee 
we developed a post-bond compliance 
policy and private use questionnaire 
that is attested quarterly by the CFOs 
and in-house legal counsel of all the 
institutions. Every quarter, the CFOs, 
along with legal, have to sign off that 
we’re meeting the requirements of the 
policy. So that’s a lot of time taken 
away from other projects. The other 
challenge is limited refunding and the 
inability to refund to a lower rate than 
is available with taxable debt.

daHlen: That’s a significant advantage.

HealtHleaderS: Let’s talk about the 
new business strategies that require a more 
flexible funding structure. For instance, how 
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paGliuzza: In our case we only have 
upside risk at this point. We have not 
taken full-risk contracts. But it’s our 
learning phase. So we do get paid fee-for-
service, but if we manage our cost side 
more effectively we’ll get rewarded for 
that. Regardless, with Medicare we have 
attributed lives. Also we are using our 
own health insurance program, which 
has 30,000 lives. We’re self-insured, and 
that’s going to be a proving ground.

YeaGer: We’re in 
the infancy stages. 
We have 10,000 
employees, and 
we partnered with 
a large insurance 
company to man-
age that popula-
tion. Depending 
on how successful that program is, we’ll 
expand it into an ACO where we’ll use 
capital in capturing business and clini-
cal intelligence data. 

ScHroeder: More and more often, we’re 
seeing clients looking to fund invest-
ments in IT, whether it’s the electronic 
medical record or other systems to help 
build efficiency. Other financing strate-
gies include requests to help fund M&A 
strategies, whether it’s insurance, physi-
cian acquisition, or mergers or affiliations 
with other hospitals. We’ve also provided 
financing to fund pension obligations as 
clients look to clean up those unfunded 
liabilities at very low taxable borrow-
ing rates. On the other hand, we’ve seen 
much less investment in new bricks and 
mortar over the last couple of years. 

daHlen: I made the mistake of making 
a public statement about 18 months ago 
in saying we’re not going to build any 
more hospitals. We have one hospital in 
southwest Phoenix that’s in the segment 
of the marketplace that’s growing rapid-
ly, and as a result, the hospital is running 
about 95% occupancy and projected to 
see market share gains. Anyway, we are 
in the process of building another tower. 
So that’s the exception in my world that 
may just prove the rule.

do you get into the insurance side? Are you 
experimenting with that in some way?

paGliuzza:  We have more than 
200,000 lives attributed to us at this 
point. It’s been a painful process 
because you’re trying to overhaul a 
culture. We have 800 employed physi-
cians throughout the system, but we’re 
still dependent upon the independent 
physicians and getting them to change 
the way they do business.

daHlen: We started a couple of years 
ago out of a belief that the organization’s 
biggest point of exposure is during this 
period of transition. So we wanted to 
start early and finish as fast as we can, and 
that objective is still in place. The reality, 
though, is that we’ve done the long-term 
modeling on our book of business. We’ve 
got about 250,000 lives. I guess one differ-
ence between yesterday and today is that 
now our board grades us on how many 
lives we have accountability for. Today 
we’re at about 8% risk-based revenue. In 
2013 we’ll be about 13% or 14%. At the 
end of five years we get to 47%, and that 

will represent close to 2 million lives. 
That’s both good and bad. Even after 
five years and meteoric growth in terms 
of risk-based revenue we’re still only 47% 
risk, which means more than half of our 
business is still fee-for-service, and you’ve 
got those competing incentives. That still 
puts the organization at a point of high 
risk and exposure.
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YeaGer: The demand will result in 
expanded outpatient ambulatory facili-
ties, driven by healthcare reform, as 
utilization decreases in hospitals. We’ll 
see declines on inpatient business and 
growth in lower levels of care.

ScHroeder:  In some markets the 
age of plant has gone through the 
roof because there has been so little 
investment. I’ve got to believe at some 
point there must be an investment in 

new facilities to 
replace some of 
these aging hos-
pitals. There are 
markets that are 
in desperate need 
of investment in 
physical plant. 

daHlen: Sometimes we forget how cap-
ital-intensive the hospital industry is. To 
build a greenfield hospital of any size, 
even 100 beds, is close to $200 million. 
But I can develop almost a full-market 
ambulatory strategy with clinics and 
provider sites across a pretty good swath 
of a metro area for $200 million. 

paGliuzza: I’m trying to project the 
next 10 years of inpatient utilization. 
It’s totally flat. That flatness represents 
what’s going on nationally, so it does 
not make any sense to build bricks and 
mortar for the inpatient side. At $2 mil-
lion per bed, it’s not something that’s 
going to have a high return.

YeaGer: That’s the goal of healthcare 
reform: to keep people healthy. And if 
they need care, don’t go to a hospital. 
Go to a high-quality, low-cost facility. 
And there will be deterioration eventu-
ally in hospital volume as that occurs.

daHlen: We’ve got about 50,000 mem-
bers in our Pioneer ACO. Marketwide 
in Phoenix we’ve seen about a 6% 
decline in admits year over year from 
2011 to 2012. In the two hospitals in 
our retiree-heavy market—where many 
of the Pioneer members live—we’ve 
seen about an 11% or 12% reduction 

Greg Pagliuzza
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we have the autonomy of boards in all 
these different locations, and they con-
tinue to operate and report through the 
system. We don’t want anyone coming 
that needs cash—that’s going to weaken 
our debt capacity and key ratios. We 
have centralized purchasing and man-
aged care contracting, where we see size 
and scale benefits associated with these 
operations. So we are getting some of 
the synergies associated with size.

ScHroeder: John, in a decentralized 
system, do you find it difficult to coordi-
nate the boards at the various hospitals? 

YeaGer: At times we may see financial 
operations eroding in a hospital, and we 
sit down with the management group 
and put together a margin improve-
ment plan. It’s an ongoing monitoring 
and review process. But to date, for 
everyone who has joined the system, 
there are no regrets. They see the ben-
efit associated with a system, and they 
know today, in terms of healthcare 
reform, it was the right decision.

paGliuzza: We also have local boards, 
and the local boards are more than 
advisory. In power share, it’s probably 
65% at the corporate level and 35% 
locally. So the local boards’ focus is 
quality. Decision-making as far as what 
we do corporately financially, what we 
do as far as hitting targets for popula-
tion health, how we manage our physi-
cian groups—that is becoming more 
centrally managed. At times there are 
struggles. But it’s becoming more heav-
ily oriented toward what we are going 
to do corporately as a system. 

ScHroeder: We have some clients that 
are acquisitive. In some instances we 
have provided lines of credit to create 
dry powder to support those activities. 
But not every client wants to put a big 
revolver in place to have available for 
acquisitions. Part of it boils down to the 
type of acquisition that is being pur-
sued. If it’s generally a merger between 
two nonprofits, for example, a lot of 
times you’re combining a balance sheet. 

There may be some cash outlay, but it’s 
more a merger of the obligated groups. 
Whereas if you’ve got a hospital system 
that’s buying a for-profit entity, often a 
greater cash outlay is needed. 

HealtHleaderS: How are hospitals going 
about making sure that they get the best terms 
possible with taxable financing?

YeaGer: We utilize a financial advisor, 
and we work with them on various 
debt options including, for example, 
bank direct purchase and the tax-
exempt variable market. We com-
pare both types of debt and list the 
advantages and disadvantages before 
making a decision. We have devel-
oped a debt policy that spells out the 
type of debt that we’re willing to take,  
subject to being within the limits of 
that policy.

daHlen: Just a couple of months ago, 
we did a combination of fixed-rate new 
money issue, tax-exempt, for about 
$170 million, and then we tacked on 
another $70 million of taxable to do 
some refunding of tax-exempt debt. I’ve 
never refinanced tax-exempt debt with 
taxable at lower interest rates before, 
but it is a sign of the strange times we’re 
living in.

paGliuzza: We haven’t gone out to 
the market for debt for about three 
years, and what we’re looking at within 
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in volume, and it’s because we’ve been 
successful in reducing readmissions. So 
we’re being successful with our Pioneer 
pilot, but it’s hurting our hospitals. 
Overall, it’s progress in the right direc-
tion. But it brings home the fact that 
lower utilization rates from the Medi-
care population as well as the commer-
cial will be part of our future.

HealtHleaderS: Let’s talk about consoli-
dation. It really seems to be taking off over the 
past several months. What kind of debt needs 
do those situations present?

daHlen: We’ve been through a multi-
year board discussion on that topic. As 
a result, we have concluded that we will 
be somewhere between passively and 
actively acquisitive. So we’re not mak-
ing cold calls, we don’t have marketing 
brochures, but we’re certainly engaged 
in discussions with interested parties. 
We use a three-test filter for opportuni-
ties we’ll consider. One is it can’t be a 
basket case. If all they’re looking for is a 
balance sheet to attach to like a barnacle 
on a ship, our interest is very low. For 
single-hospital opportunities, it’s got to 
lead to something else—a regional pres-
ence, a medical network. Lastly, we run 
a fairly structured operating company 
model, so we centralize many things 
and utilize one operating structure, one 
set of methodologies, one set of pro-
cedures. So each hospital doesn’t run 
independently. None of the clinics run 
independently. That’s not for everybody, 
and we get a lot of no-takers on that one. 
We have built up our balance sheet so 
that we do have the dry powder to take 
on some things that are short-term dilu-
tive to our balance sheet but in the long 
term will be accretive.

YeaGer: We’ve had two mergers since 
2005. Both of them were two-hospi-
tal communities that we brought in. 
The tests are similar to Banner’s. For 
instance, what does it do to debt capac-
ity? And we want to make sure that 
when they merge the balance sheet into 
a consolidated system there is no ero-
sion. We are a decentralized system, and 

John J. Yeager
Vice President and CFO
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the next 12 months is refunding some 
old money and going back and getting 
some new money, obviously lowering 
our interest rates and trying to free 
ourselves from some of the covenants 
and limits. 

HealtHleaderS: What about the antici-
pation of lower overall reimbursement rates, 
and not only on the inpatient side? Are sourc-
es of capital becoming more leery about that?

daHlen: You know, from my perspec-
tive, as it relates to the consolidation 
question, I’m continually surprised, 
almost to the point of amazement, 
that some hospitals or smaller systems 
still have reasonably good access to 
capital despite what I know about their 
finances and their dependence on vir-
tually one payer. They still have access 
to capital at pretty favorable rates.

ScHroeder: It is certainly something 
we’re paying attention to. We’re very 
aware of what’s coming in terms of 
reimbursement reform. That’s why 
understanding how our clients are pre-
paring to deal with reform, and how 
they’re driving efficiency through the 
organization, is a big part of what we 
evaluate when we’re looking at a health 
system and a management team. If 
you’ve got a hospital that has single-
payer risk or weak market share or is 
struggling to generate positive operat-
ing margins in today’s environment, 

it’s not going to get any easier for that 
hospital in the future. 

paGliuzza: The reality is, yeah, reim-
bursement is going to come down, and 
that means we are under pressure to 
maintain margins. So your assessment 
is more about a facility’s or a system’s 
ability to manage to that margin. How 
you get there is really a decision of the 
system, but whether or not there is a 
history of being able to perform, I would 
assume that it’s the major criteria. 

ScHroeder: The success of the man-
agement team historically is going to 
be an indicator of how well they’ll react 
in the future. How has the hospital per-
formed historically relative to plan and 
relative to its peers? Quality of manage-
ment is one of the first things we con-
sider, and then we look to understand 
what strategies are being implemented 
to deal with the pressures that are com-
ing. In some cases, that might be grow-
ing the system either organically or 
through acquisition and affiliation to 
increase purchasing power, negotiating 
power with payers 
and economies 
of scale. That cer-
tainly makes sense. 
On the other hand, 
many clients have 
spent a lot of time 
looking at staffing 
levels, purchasing, 
etc., to try to drive 
expense reduc-
tions throughout 
the organization. But eventually you 
reach a point of diminishing returns 
with respect to expense savings and 
you just can’t wring any more cost out 
of the system. Ultimately, we just try to 
evaluate management’s plan to make 
sure that it is credible and that they’ve 
got the team in place with a history of 
delivering results.

daHlen: One metric that doesn’t get 
as much play as it should is margin 
on Medicare. And I’ve never quite 
understood that. I know there’s some  
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fuzziness in how you measure it, but in 
my experience it’s a pretty good indica-
tor of your need to cost shift. If you’re 
losing 20% on Medicare—lots of health 
systems and hospitals are—that means 
that you’ve got to pick that up on the 
commercial insurers. So you start well 
ahead of the curve if you’re breaking 
even or close to it on Medicare.

HealtHleaderS: What’s Banner’s loss 
on Medicare? 

daHlen: I don’t have the final numbers 
yet for 2012, but it’ll be less than a 1% 
loss on Medicare, if it’s a loss at all, 
and that’s improved considerably from 
four to five years ago, so we’re pleased 
with the progression.

YeaGer: We’re working toward that 
approach, but just like anything else, 
it’s going to take time to get to the lev-
els we need. In payer mix, on a consoli-
dated basis, we’re just under 50% Medi-
care. Medicaid in the academic medical 
center is as high as 20% and as low as 
5%–10% in the other facilities. And then 

you have insured 
patients,  and 
self-pay, which is 
growing. One of 
the rating agen-
cies even identi-
fies monitoring 
growth in bad 
debt, and we are 
watching that 
very closely.

paGliuzza:  We did the calcula-
tions and projections and decided we 
needed to get 20% in cost or revenue 
cycle improvement. A lot of that goal 
revolves around group purchasing, 
because up to this point we have oper-
ated fairly independently. That’s why 
our governance is becoming more cen-
trally focused and should be. We’re also 
looking at acquisitions, which could 
leverage overhead costs even further. 
So it’s a multipronged approach, but 
it’s about getting the 20% out. 
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